Our Policy On
Civic Engagement
& Giving

OUR COMMITMENT
At Prickly Thistle Scotland Limited, our overall policy on Civic Engagement and
Giving is that – if we can do it, we will! We never waste our money and products on
awards or dinners believing these to be corporate nonsense – we would rather
champion valuable causes and direct our time and resources to benefit our staff, our
community, our customers, and our environment!
In our Corporate Social & Sustainability Responsibility Promise we highlight our
recognition and understanding for the significance of the local community within
which we operate. Each year we give financial donations, gift in kind with products,
and participate in organised and ad hoc civic engagement and crowdfunding
activities, within our local community but sometimes also on a national or global
scale. See an outline of each area of giving below, all of which is done in line with
our Anti-Bribery Policy, whilst still allowing our staff and customers to select
recipients for certain donations. Everything that we do is recorded in our Annual
Record of Civic Engagement and Giving.

financial donations
Academic & Education Support - £100 to the University of
Highlands & Islands per month, where we have created a special
Rebel Hardship Fund for students only.
The Rebel Fund aims to help enable students at the university to
‘disrupt thinking’ in the creative industries. In 2019, the first
recipients of this funding were HND Visual Communication
students at Inverness College UHI who were tasked with creating
new design concepts, showcasing the region and the student
experience in the Highlands and Islands. The fund allowed the
students to make the final step from the design stage to having
their products physically produced.
Furthermore, our regular donations also contribute to:
scholarships which provide financial support to students who
need help to continue their studies by paying for essential
travel; course equipment and materials; and, for some student
parents, contributing towards childcare costs to allow them
more time for uninterrupted study
student development fund, providing awards to help students
take advantage of personal development opportunities they
otherwise cannot afford to take entirely through their own
funds, often beyond the region or overseas.

financial donations
5% For All – 5% of sales value are donated to registered charities as
requested by our Loyal Rebels.
Set up in 2020, customers who opt to join our Loyal Rebel Register
will be rewarded with a series of Loyal Rebel Rewards. For every £1
spent with us, they will be awarded 1 Loyal Point. Loyal Rebels will
then be given the latest reward options, including if they wish to
donate their loyalty to a registered charity of their choice. This
reward equates to 5% of what is spent, starting at donations of
£50. All charities must be registered with an official charitable
commissioner/body.
Charity Partnerships – where all profits made from a product
collection created with a charity in a formal partnership are
donated to the partnering charity.
Our charity partner for 2020 is the National Trust for Scotland
and we have created two tartans with and for them to help raise
funds and awareness of their Save our Scotland campaign
following massive financial loss due to the Covid-19 pandemic.

gifts in kind
Product Donations – we will donate to local schools and
community enterprises as requested. Employees may request
donations on behalf of a school or enterprise, but all donations
must be approved by Clare Campbell.
Just Giving Fundraisers – if a valuable cause arises then we will do
what we can such as donating product to incentivise others to
donate to an official Just Giving fund. For example, we supported a
Cahonas Scotland fundraiser in 2018; and the Australian Red Cross
Bushfire appeal in 2020.

civic engagement
Whilst we do not offer work experience for local primary and
secondary school students at our temporary Pop-Up Mill, this is
something we hope to offer in the future. In the meantime, we have
spent time in classrooms talking about textiles and sustainability, and
what that means to them. Part of our brand responsibility is to protect
our heritage and culture but modernise it for a sustainable future.
Ensuring we can involve the future custodians of our area to preserve
the sacred craft skills.
Academic collaborative research – as well as the financial donations
mentioned above, we also encourage and promote research and
development by putting innovative research proposals to them
regularly. From architecture projects to digital design, offering the
students invaluable real-life experience.
We encourage staff involvement in local charities, community projects
and voluntary organisations, and ask staff what they would like to do
for community/civic engagement under two schemes;
Global Days – launched in January 2020, we aim to raise awareness
about a minimum of two global days in our first year.
Staff Volunteer Days – once a year staff volunteer to support a local
cause, whilst being paid by us the employer, the volunteering day and
activity is agreed by the staff.
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